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Scalar mesons a00(980) and f0(980) can mix with each other through isospin violating effects, and the 
mixing intensity has been predicted at the percent level in various theoretical models. However the 
mixing has not been ﬁrmed established on the experimental side to date. In this work we explore 
the possibility to extract the a0– f0 mixing intensity using weak decays of heavy mesons: Ds →
[π0η, π+π−]e+ν , Bs → [π0η, π+π−]+− and the Bs → J/ψ[π0η, π+π−] decays. Based on the large 
amount of data accumulated by various experimental facilities including BEPC-II, LHC, Super KEKB and 
the future colliders, we ﬁnd that the a0– f0 mixing intensity might be determined to a high precision, 
which will lead to a better understanding of the nature of scalar mesons.
© 2016 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.1. Introduction
Light scalar mesons below 1 GeV play an important role in un-
derstanding the QCD vacuum since they share the same quantum 
numbers J PC . But due to the nonperturbative nature of QCD at 
low energy the internal structure of scalar mesons is extremely 
complicated and still under controversy. They have been inter-
preted as quark–antiquark, tetra-quarks, hadronic molecule, quark–
antiquark–gluon hybrid, and etc. [1].
Among various phenomena, it is anticipated that the mixing be-
tween the a00(980) and f0(980) resonances may shed light on the 
nature of these two resonances, and therefore has been studied 
extensively on different aspects and in various processes. For an in-
complete list of discussions in the literature, please see Refs. [2–25]
and references therein. To date no ﬁrm experimental determina-
tion on this quantity is available yet. The possibility of extracting 
the a00(980)– f0(980) mixing from the J/ψ → φa00(980) → φηπ0
reaction has been explored in Refs. [17,18]. This reaction is an 
isospin breaking process with the initial state of isospin 0 and the 
ﬁnal state of isospin 1. BES-III collaboration has used this process 
to determine the mixing [26]:
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J/ψ
f a ≡
B( J/ψ → φ f0(980) → φa00(980) → φηπ0)
B( J/ψ → φ f0(980) → φπ+π−)
= (0.60± 0.20± 0.12± 0.26)%, (1)
where the uncertainties are statistical, systematics due to the mea-
surement and the parametrization, respectively. As one can see, the 
statistical signiﬁcance is only about 3.4σ .
To more precisely determine the mixing intensity, two paral-
lel researches can be conducted in the future. On the one hand, 
one may collect more data on the J/ψ (and ψ ′) and accordingly 
the errors in this quantity can be reduced signiﬁcantly. On the 
other side, one may look for new channels that can be used to 
determine the mixing parameter. This will also provide a cross-
check of the results derived from the J/ψ decays. In this work, 
we will focus on the latter category. Weak decays of heavy mesons 
are not only of great value to determine the standard model pa-
rameters (see Ref. [27] for a recent review), but can also provide 
an ideal platform to study hadron structures [28]. In the follow-
ing, we will examine the possibility to extract the mixing inten-
sity from the rare decays of Ds and Bs: Ds → [π0η, π+π−]e+ν , 
Bs → [π0η, π+π−]+− and the Bs → J/ψ[π0η, π+π−] decays. 
An advantage in these modes is that the lepton (or the J/ψ ) is 
an iso-singlet system and thus there is a natural isospin ﬁlter. 
At the quark level, the intermediate state has I = 0. It should be 
noticed that the semileptonic Ds and Bs decays into the π+π−
via the f0(980) have already been observed by CLEO-c [29–31]
and LHCb collaboration [32], respectively. The branching fraction le under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by 
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of the Bs → J/ψ f0(980) → J/ψπ+π− is also measured in Refs. 
[33–41].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we 
will give a brief overview of the a0– f0 mixing mechanism. We will 
discuss the mixing effects in Bs and Ds decays in Sec. 3. A short 
summary is presented in the last section.
2. The f0(980)–a0(980) mixing mechanism
For the nearly degenerate a00(980) with isospin 1 and f0(980)
with isospin 0, both can couple to the K K¯ state, but the charged 
and neutral kaon thresholds differ by about 8 MeV. This differ-
ence leads to the a00(980)– f0(980) mixing. This mechanism was 
pioneered in Ref. [2] followed by many references. It has been 
recently conﬁrmed by a recent analysis in the (unitarized) chi-
ral perturbation theory [19], in which various mixing effects have 
been considered and the loop through K K¯ is found dominance. In 
the following we will use the abbreviation a0 and f0 to denote the 
a00(980) and f0(980) for simplicity.
For illustration, we consider the propagation of the f0(980) and 
include the loop corrections through two pseudo-scalars M1 and 
M2. The one-loop corrections are shown in Fig. 1. If one sums 
these loop corrections in the chain approximation, the f0(980)
propagator will become:
G(s) ≡ i
D f (s)
= i
s −m2f0
+ i
s −m2f0
(−iM2) i
s −m2f0
+ ...
= i
s −m2f0 −M2
, (2)
with the loop corrections
−iM2 = ig f0M1M2 ig∗f0M1M2
∫
d4k
(2π)4
i
k2 −m2M1
i
(k − p)2 −m2M2
.
(3)
Here the g f0M1M2 denotes the coupling of the f0 with the M1, M2:
L= ig f0M1M2 f0M1M2. (4)
The real part of the M2 will renormalize the bare mass, leading 
to the pole in the propagator as the physical mass. The remanent 
multiplicative constant in the real part is absorbed by the ﬁeld 
strength renormalization factor. On the other side, the effective 
Hamiltonian is guaranteed only when the exchanged intermediate 
states are not far from mass-shell. Thus it is more reliable to calcu-
late the imaginary part of the M2 which will result in a nonzero 
mass-dependent decay width:


f
12(s) = −
1√
s
Im[M2](s) = 1
16π
√
s
|g f0M1M2 |2ρ12(s), (5)
with ρbc(s) =
√[1− (mb −mc)2/s][1− (mb +mc)2/s].
With the incorporation of the mixing effects, we have the a0/ f0
propagator:
G(s) = i
D (s)D (s)
(
Da(s) Daf (s)
Daf (s) D f (s)
)
, (6)f awhere Da and D f are the denominators of the resummed propa-
gators for the a00(980) and f0(980), respectively:
Da(s) = s −m2a + i
√
s[
aηπ (s) + 
aK K¯ (s)], (7)
D f (s) = s −m2f + i
√
s[
 fππ (s) + 
 fK K¯ (s)]. (8)
Since the mixing term is already small at leading order, it is not 
necessary to sum all order corrections. We have the expression for 
the Daf :
Daf (s) = i
ga00(980)K+K−
g f0(980)K+K−
16π
{
ρK+K−(s) − ρK 0 K¯ 0(s)
}
, (9)
where we have kept only the imaginary part in the loop correction.
One can investigate the mass-dependent f0 → a0 mixing inten-
sity ξ(s):
ξ(s) =
∣∣∣∣ Daf (s)Da(s)
∣∣∣∣
2
=
∣∣∣∣∣
ga00(980)K+K−
g f0(980)K+K−[ρK+K−(s) − ρK 0 K¯ 0(s)]
16πDa(s)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
. (10)
As one can see, the mixing parameter arises when the charged 
and neutral kaons have different masses. The results also rely on 
the couplings ga00(980)K+K−
, g f0(980)K+K− and the mass pole struc-
tures in the propagator. Various theoretical models predict differ-
ent values for these quantities, and a thorough discussion has been 
presented in Refs. [17,18].
A few remarks are given in order.
• In the loop amplitude in Eq. (3) the imaginary part can be 
reliably calculated, while its real part suffers from large un-
certainties. On the one hand, it may contain the ultraviolet 
divergence that needs the renormalization procedure. On the 
other hand, the effective Hamiltonian is valid only when the 
involved particles are not far from the mass-shell.
• There are ambiguities in the couplings of a scalar meson 
with two pseudo-scalar mesons. Instead of using the effective 
Hamiltonian in Eq. (4), one may adopt the following form:
L= ig′f0M1M2 f0∂μM1∂μM2, (11)
which is inspired by the chiral symmetry. The above interac-
tion leads to a different result for the loop amplitude:
−iM2 = ig′f0M1M2 ig′∗f0M1M2
×
∫
d4k
(2π)4
[k · (k − p)]2 i
k2 −m2M1
i
(k − p)2 −m2M2
.
(12)
Apparently the real part of the loop amplitude is dramati-
cally different, even the ultraviolet structure. Fortunately, the 
imaginary part can still be reliably calculated base on the cor-
respondence:
g f0M1M2 = g′f0M1M2
s −m21 −m22
2
. (13)
We have the results for the width and the off-diagonal term 
in the mixed propagator as follows:


f
12(s) =
1
16π
√
s
|g′f0M1M2 |2ρ12(s)
(s −m21 −m22)2
4
, (14)
Daf (s) = i
g′
a00K
+K− g
′
f0K+K−
16π
{ [s − 2m2K+]2
4
ρK+K−(s)
− [s − 2m
2
K 0
]2
ρK 0 K¯ 0(s)
}
. (15)4
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Meson masses (in units of MeV) and couplings (in units of GeV) predicted by various models or determined by experimental measurements. The mixing intensity ξ f a(s) (in 
unit of %) is evaluated at 
√
s = 991.3 MeV, which is at the center the K+K− and K 0 K¯ 0 threshold. The integrated mixing intensity ξ¯ f a (in unit of %) is evaluated by Eq. (25)
with the kinematics in Eqs. (26) and (27).
model/experiment ma0 ga0πη ga0K+K− m f0 g f0π0π0 g f0K+K− ξ f a(%) ξ f a(%)
qq¯ model [43] 983 2.03 1.27 975 0.64 1.80 2.2 0.9
q2q¯2 model [43] 983 4.57 5.37 975 1.90 5.37 6.5 1.8
K K¯ model [44–46] 980 1.74 2.74 980 0.65 2.74 20.1 11.1
SND [47,48] 995 3.11 4.20 969.8 1.84 5.57 8.5 2.6
KLOE [49,50] 984.8 3.02 2.24 973 2.09 5.92 3.2 0.8
BNL [51,52] 1001 2.47 1.67 953.5 1.36 3.26 1.8 0.5
CB [42,53] 999 3.33 2.54 965 1.66 4.18 2.6 0.7
Fig. 2. Feynman diagrams for the Ds and Bs decays into the f0(980) with the s¯s component at the quark level. The panel (a) denotes the semileptonic Ds decay, in which 
the lepton pair e+ν is emitted. One and typical Feynman diagram for the semileptonic Bs → f0+− ( = e, μ, τ ) decay are given in panel (b). The last panel (c) corresponds 
to the nonleptonic Bs decay into the J/ψ .• It is necessary to stress that the mass-dependent mixing in-
tensity ξ(s) in Eq. (10) can not be directly measured in ex-
periment. On experimental side, the measured observable ξ¯
is a ratio of branching fractions as in Eq. (1). But as we will 
show later, one may derive the partial widths of several heavy 
Bs/Ds meson decays into the π0η, π+π− in terms of the 
propagators as in Eqs. (20) and (21) based on the factoriza-
tion approach.
• As illustrated in Refs. [17,18], results for |ξ(s)|2 have a peak 
in the region between the two thresholds for the charged and 
neutral kaon systems. The peak value is in the range of 0.01 
to 0.2. Adopting the effective Hamiltonian in Eq. (4) and with 
the meson masses (in units of MeV) taken from Particle Data 
Group [1]
mK+ = 493.677, mK 0 = 497.614,
mπ0 = 134.9766, mη = 547.862, (16)
we update the predictions for the mixing intensity ξ f a(s) at √
s = 991.3 MeV in Table 1. In the calculation, the isospin 
symmetry has been used for the π+π− system.
• Different predictions by various models indicate that the f0–a0
mixing depends on the nature of the scalars. As one can see 
from Table 1, the K K¯ molecule gives the largest mixing fol-
lowed by the four quark picture. However, one should keep 
in mind that the absolute value for the mixing from each 
model is quite model-dependent and suffers sizable uncer-
tainty, which may make it diﬃcult to discriminate between 
various pictures.
Despite the above ambiguities and uncertainties, a reliable mea-
surement of the mixing will be very useful to constrain model 
parameters and ultimately understand the nature of these scalars. 
Present available experimental measurements on the coupling con-
stants of ga00K+K−
, g f0K+K− and ga00π0η
cannot give reliable de-
termination of the a0– f0 and hence cannot give much constraint 
on theoretical models. Direct precise measurements of the mixing 
parameter are needed to provide a useful test of these model pre-
dictions and also cross-checks of previous measurements.3. Mixing effects in the Bs and Ds decays
In this section, we will analyze the mixing intensity in the 
semileptonic decays of Bs and Ds mesons. More explicitly, the con-
sidered decay processes include
Ds → π0ηe+ν, Ds → π+π−e+ν,
Bs → π0η+−, Bs → π+π−+−,
Bs → π0η J/ψ, Bs → π+π− J/ψ. (17)
We will take the Ds decay as the example, whose Feynman 
diagram is shown in the panel (a) of Fig. 2. After emitting the 
off-shell W -boson, the hadronic sector is the s¯s which will cou-
ple to the iso-singlet component f0(980). Then the decay ampli-
tudes for the Ds → π+π−e+ν ≡ Ds → f0e+ν → π+π−e+ν and 
Ds → π0ηe+ν ≡ Ds → f0e+ν → a00e+ν → π0ηe+ν are given as
A(Ds → π+π−e+ν) = Aˆ
{
i
D f0
× ig f0π+π−
}
,
A(Ds → π0ηe+ν) = Aˆ
{
i
D f0Da
D f a × iga0πη
}
, (18)
where the amplitude Aˆ can be expressed in terms of the transition 
form factors:
〈 f0(p f0)|s¯γμγ5c|Ds(pDs )〉 = −i
{
F1(q
2)
[
Pμ −
m2Ds −m2f0
q2
qμ
]
+ F0(q2)
m2Ds −m2f0
q2
qμ
}
. (19)
The double differential decay width is then derived as
d
(Ds → π+π−e+ν)
dsdq2
= λ
3/2G2F |Vcs|2
192m3 π3
F 21(q
2).
√
s
π |D f (s)|2 

f
π+π−(s), (20)Ds
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(Ds → π0ηe+ν)
dsdq2
= λ
3/2G2F |Vcs|2
192m3Dsπ
3
F 21(q
2).
√
s|Daf (s)|2
π |D f (s)Da(s)|2 

a
πη(s), (21)
where q2 is the invariant mass of the lepton pair, and the s is 
the invariant mass square of the two pseudo-scalars. Here GF is 
the Fermi constant, Vcs is the CKM matrix element, and the Källen 
function λ is: λ =m4Ds + s2 + (q2)2 − 2(m2Dsq2 +m2Ds s + sq2).
Since in this work we are interested in the mixing intensity in 
the a0(980)– f0(980) resonance region, one may integrate out the 
q2 ﬁrst, leading to
d
(Ds → π+π−e+ν)
ds
= C
√
s
π |D f (s)|2 

f
π+π−(s), (22)
d
(Ds → π0ηe+ν)
ds
= C
√
s|D f a(s)|2
π |D f (s)Da(s)|2 

a
πη(s), (23)
where the coeﬃcient C is obtained via the integration over q2. The 
mass-dependent mixing intensity can be deﬁned as
ξ
Ds
f a (s) ≡
d
(Ds → π0ηe+ν)/ds
d
(Ds → π+π−e+ν)/ds
= |Daf (s)|
2
aπη(s)
|Da(s)|2
 fπ+π−(s)
, (24)
while in experiments one can directly measure the integrated mix-
ing intensity:
ξ
Ds
f a ≡

(Ds → π0ηe+ν)

(Ds → π+π−e+ν)
≡
∫ s′max
s′min
dsd
(Ds → π0ηe+ν)/ds∫ smax
smin
dsd
(Ds → π+π−e+ν)/ds
=
s′max∫
s′min
ds
√
s|D f a(s)|2
|D f (s)Da(s)|2 

a
πη(s)
/ smax∫
smin
ds
√
s
|D f (s)|2 

f
π+π−(s).
(25)
Here the s(
′)
min and s
(′)
max denote the lower and upper invariant mass 
cuts. In the previous BES-III analysis of the mixing intensity us-
ing the J/ψ decays [26], the mass of the mixing signal is set to 
991.3 MeV at the center of charged and neutral kaon thresholds, 
and the width of the mixing signal is set to 8 MeV. It corresponds 
to
s′min = [(991.3− 4) MeV]2, s′max = [(991.3+ 4) MeV]2. (26)
For the f0(980), one may follow the BES-III analysis of the J/ψ →
φπ+π− [42]:
smin = [900 MeV]2, smax = [1000 MeV]2. (27)
Based on various models and measurements, we show the results 
for the integrated quantity ξ f a with the kinematics in Eqs. (26)
and (27) in Table 1. From this table, one can observe the result is 
at the order O(1%).
On experimental side, the CLEO collaboration has ﬁrstly mea-
sured the branching fraction [30]:
B(Ds → f0(980)(→ π+π−)e+νe)
= (2.0± 0.3± 0.1) × 10−3, (28)but a recent analysis based on the CLEO-c data gives a similar re-
sult with a smaller central value [31]:
B(Ds → f0(980)(→ π+π−)e+νe)
= (1.3± 0.2± 0.1) × 10−3. (29)
In near future the BES-III collaboration will collect about 3 fb−1
data in e+e− collision at the energy around 4.18 GeV [54]. This 
corresponds to a few times 106 events of the Ds mesons and 
accordingly a few thousand events for the Ds → π+π−e+ν de-
cay before any kinematics cut. As we can see if the mixing in-
tensity is at the percent level, there is a promising prospect to 
measure/constrain the mixing by BES-III collaboration using the 
Ds → [π0η, π+π−]e+ν .
The analysis of the Bs → [π0η, π+π−]+− and Bs → [π0η,
π+π−] J/ψ (with  = e, μ, τ ) is also similar. For instance in the 
semileptonic decay, one can study the mass-dependent and inte-
grated mixing intensity which is deﬁned as
ξ
Bs
f a(s) ≡
d
(Bs → π0η+−)/ds
d
(Bs → π+π−+−)/ds
= |Daf (s)|
2
aπη(s)
|Da(s)|2
 fπ+π−(s)
, (30)
ξ
Bs
f a ≡

(Bs → π0η+−)

(Bs → π+π−+−)
=
s′max∫
s′min
ds
√
s|D f a(s)|2
|D f (s)Da(s)|2 

a
πη(s)
/ smax∫
smin
ds
√
s
|D f (s)|2 

f
π+π−(s).
(31)
For the rare decay Bs → f0(→ π+π−)μ+μ− , the LHCb collabora-
tion has performed a detailed analysis with the result [32]:
B(Bs → f0(980)(→ π+π−)μ+μ−) = (8.3± 1.7) × 10−8. (32)
This has already triggered some theoretical interpretations us-
ing two-meson light-cone distribution amplitudes (LCDAs) [55,56]. 
The LHCb collaboration has also systematically studied the Bs →
J/ψπ+π− decays [33–38], and some implications on the struc-
ture of scalar mesons have been explored in Refs. [57–59]. The 
averaged branching fraction is given as [1]
B(Bs → J/ψ f0(980)(→ π+π−)) = (1.35± 0.16) × 10−4. (33)
Since much more data will be collected by experimental facili-
ties including the LHCb detector [60] the Super-B factory at the 
KEK [61], it is likely to precisely derive the a0(980) and f0(980)
mixing from these weak decays of heavy mesons.
Apart from the a0– f0 mixing, it is necessary to discuss other 
mechanisms for the Bs/Ds decays into the π0η in (17), and a few 
of them are given as follows.
• A potential source may arise form the isospin violating effects 
from the K 0. Taking the Ds decay as the example, one has the 
branching fraction [1]:
B(Ds → K 0e+νe) = (3.7± 1.0) × 10−3, (34)
which is comparable to the branching ratio of the Ds →
f0e+ν . However since the K 0 has a very tiny width and the 
a0(980) lies very far from the K 0, its contribution to π+π−
or π0η at the a0(980) mass is negligibly small.
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been explored in the J/ψ decays into the φπ0η in Ref. [17], 
whose contributions are found comparable with the a0– f0
mixing. As an estimate, we may also expect that rescattering 
effects from channels like Ds → K K¯ ∗/(K K¯ )e+ν → π0ηe+ν
are at the same level with the Ds → f0e+ν → a00e+ν →
π0ηe+ν . One notable feature for the a0– f0 mixing contribu-
tion is that it has a narrow peak at the a0 mass region. In 
the previous BES-III analysis [26], the mass of the mixing sig-
nal is set to 991.3 MeV, while the width of the mixing signal 
is set to 8 MeV. However the rescattering contributions from 
Ds → K K¯ ∗/(K K¯ )e+ν → π0ηe+ν spread in a relatively large 
mass region, and accordingly its contribution in this kinemat-
ics window should be very small. Therefore by separating the 
narrow peak from the rescattering contributions, one may ob-
tain a very precise measurement of the a0– f0 mixing.
• In the Ds/Bs decays, the f0(980) can decay into the π0π0
and subsequently one neutral π0 converts into η. Such contri-
bution Ds → f0e+ν → π0π0e+ν → π0ηe+ν depends on the 
π0–η mixing. Since the π0η is from the f0(980) resonance, 
it is diﬃcult to distinguish from the a0– f0 mixing contribu-
tion. If the π0–η mixing intensity were comparable with the 
a0– f0 mixing, one should simultaneously consider both contri-
butions in reactions including the J/ψ and the Bs/Ds decays. 
This will be left for a future publication. Nevertheless, even in 
this case, the heavy Bs/Ds decays are certainly of great value 
towards a precise determination of the mixing.
4. Summary
To understand the internal structure of light scalar mesons is a 
long-standing problem in hadron physics. It is expected that some 
aspects can be unraveled by the study of a00(980)– f0(980) mixing. 
The two scalar mesons can couple to the K–K¯ and will mix with 
each other due to the different masses for the charged and neutral 
kaons. The mixing intensity has been predicted at the percent level 
in various theoretical models. A number of processes have been 
proposed to study the mixing, but to date there is no ﬁrm evidence 
on the experimental side.
In this work we have proposed to use the weak decays of the 
Bs and Ds mesons to study the a0– f0 mixing. We have studied 
the semileptonic decays of heavy mesons, Ds → [π0η, π+π−]e+ν , 
Bs → [π0η, π+π−]+− and the Bs → J/ψ[π0η, π+π−] decays. 
Based on the large amount of data accumulated by various exper-
imental facilities including BEPC-II, Super KEKB, LHC and the fu-
ture colliders like the High Intensity Electron Positron Accelerator 
(HIEPA) expected running at 2–7 GeV with the designed luminosity 
of 1035 cm−2 s−1, the Z-factory running at Z -pole and the circular 
electron–positron collider (CEPC), it is very likely that the a0– f0
mixing intensity can be determined to a high precision, which will 
lead to a better understanding of the nature of scalar mesons.
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